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11 Introduction
A bankruptcy problem refers to a situation in which one has to distribute, among a group
of agents, a perfectly divisible commodity whose available amount is not enough to cover all
agents’ demands on it. This is a classic allocation problem, which encompasses many diﬀerent
situations like the bankruptcy of a ﬁrm, the division of an insuﬃcient estate, or the collection of a
given amount of taxes. Although instances of bankruptcy problems (and solutions for them) are
already documented in ancient sources, such as the Talmud, Aristotle’s books or Maimonides’
essays, their formalization was not presented till the early eighties [6]. The reader is referred
to [7] for a review of the fast-expanding literature concerning this model. An early (and
inﬂuential) contribution within this ﬁeld is due to Aumann and Maschler [1] who, among other
things, initiated the so-called game-theoretical approach to bankruptcy problems. Aumann and
Maschler also provided a speciﬁc formula to rationalize the (apparently unrelated) solutions to
several bankruptcy situations that appear in the Talmud. Their formula, which came to be
known as the Talmud rule,i m p l e m e n t sab a s i cp r i n c i p l eb yw h i c hi n d i v i d u a lr a t i o n i n gi so ft h e
same type as collective rationing. More precisely, if the amount to divide is below half of the
aggregate claim then no agent gets more than half of her claim, whereas if the amount exceeds
half of the aggregate claim then no agent gets less than half of her claim. The same principle can
be implemented while considering all possible shares of the amount to divide in the aggregate
claim. That is, for any given value θ ∈ [0,1], we may construct the rule that distributes the
amount accordingly so that nobody gets more than a fraction θ of her claim if the amount
to divide is smaller than θ times the aggregate claim and nobody gets less than a fraction θ
of her claim if the amount to divide exceeds θ times the aggregate claim [5]. The family, so
constructed, would have the Talmud rule as a focal element, but would also encompass, as
extreme cases, two classical rules that can be traced back to Maimonides; namely, the so-called
constrained equal awards and constrained equal losses rules.
We provide in this note a general coalitional procedure characterizing each of the rules
within the family described above. Our procedure is also inspired by a Talmudic principle,
regarding bankruptcy problems, according to which the creditors empower each other. For
instance, in a three-agent problem in which agents are increasingly ranked according to their
claims, the third empowers the second to deal with the ﬁrst [1].
The note is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the model and basic concepts. Section
3 presents the coalitional procedure. Finally, Section 4 concludes.
22 Model and basic concepts
We study bankruptcy problems in a variable population model. The set of potential creditors,
or agents,i si d e n t i ﬁ e dw i t ht h es e to fn a t u r a ln u m b e r sN.L e t N be the set of ﬁnite subsets
of N,w i t hg e n e r i ce l e m e n tN.L e tn denote the cardinality of N.F o re a c hi ∈ N,l e tci ∈ R+
be i’s claim and c ≡ (ci)i∈N the claims proﬁle. Without loss of generality, we assume that
c1 ≤ c2 ≤· · ·≤cn.A bankruptcy problem is a triple consisting of a population N ∈N ,a
claims proﬁle c ∈ Rn
+,a n da na m o u n tt ob ed i v i d e dE ∈ R+ such that
￿
i∈N ci ≥ E.L e t
C ≡
￿
i∈N ci.T o a v o i d u n n e c e s s a r y c o m p l i c a t i o n , w e a s s u m e C>0. Let DN be the set of
rationing problems with population N and D≡
￿
N∈N DN.
Given a problem (N,c,E) ∈D N,a nallocation is a vector x ∈ Rn satisfying the following
three conditions:
• Boundedness:f o re a c hi ∈ N,0≤ xi ≤ ci,
• Balance:
￿
i∈N xi = E,a n d
• Order Preservation: for each i,j ∈ N such that ci ≤ cj,t h e nxi ≤ xj,a n dci−xi ≤ cj−xj.
A bankruptcy rule on D, R: D→
￿
N∈N Rn,a s s o c i a t e sw i t he a c hp r o b l e m( N,c,E) ∈Dan
allocation R(N,c,E)f o rt h ep r o b l e m . S o m ec l a s s i c a lr u l e sa r et h econstrained equal awards
rule, which distributes the amount equally among all agents, subject to no agent receiving more
than what she claims; the constrained equal losses rule, which imposes that losses are as equal
as possible, subject to no one receiving a negative amount; and the proportional rule, which
yields awards proportionally to claims. The following family of rules encompasses two of those
rules, while generalizing another one. The family is deﬁned by means of a parameter θ ∈ [0,1].
The rule Rθ in the family resolves bankruptcy problems according to the following principle:
Nobody gets more than a fraction θ of her claim if the amount to divide is less than θ times
the aggregate claim and nobody gets less than a fraction θ of her claim if the amount to divide
exceeds θ times the aggregate claim. Formally:
The TAL-family consists of all rules with the following form: For some θ ∈ [0,1], for all







min{θci,λ} if E ≤ θC
max{θci,c i − µ} if E ≥ θC
,




3The constrained equal losses rule corresponds to the case θ =0 ,w h e r e a st h ec o n s t r a i n e d
equal awards rule corresponds to the case θ = 1. The so-called Talmud rule [1] is obtained for
θ = 1
2 .
One can visualize the rule Rθ as follows. First, it applies equal division until the creditor
with the smallest claim has obtained a fraction θ of her claim. Then, that agent stops receiving
additional units and the remaining amount is divided equally among the other agents until the
creditor with the second smallest claim gets the fraction θ of her claim. The process continues
until every agent has received a fraction θ of her claim, or the available amount is distributed.
If there is still something left after this process, agents are invited back to receive additional
shares. Now agents receive additional amounts sequentially starting with those with larger
claims and applying equal division of their losses.
It is interesting to provide the following alternative deﬁnition of the rules within the family
for the two-agent case. Formally, given θ ∈ [0,1], each rule in the TAL-family has the following
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if E ≤ 2θc1
(θc1,E− θc1)i f 2 θc1 ≤ E ≤ c2 − c1 +2 θc1
￿
c1 − C−E
2 ,c 2 − C−E
2
￿
if c2 − c1 +2 θc1 ≤ E
(1)
It is straightforward to show from (1) that any possible allocation x,f o rag i v e nt w o - a g e n t
problem (N,c,E), can be obtained as a realization of a given rule within the family. Formally,
there exists θ ∈ [0,1] such that Rθ (N,c,E)=x.
It is also worth mentioning that (1) can also be seen as a two-stage allocation process. In
the ﬁrst stage, agents’ claims are weighted to reﬂect exogenous factors that do not appear in
our benchmark model of bankruptcy problems. For instance, the liquidation of a ﬁrm might
have a cost per se, which should be borne by the creditors. Alternatively, if two heirs agree
on a procedure to divide a bequest, without resorting to an outside authority, they might be
saving part of their awards. The former case could be reﬂected by reducing (equally) the claims
of both agents. The second one could be reﬂected by increasing (equally) the claims of both
agents. In the second stage, the “standard solution” (conceding each agent what the other does
not claim, and dividing the remainder equally) is applied to the resulting problem.
43 A characterization
In this section, we design coalition formation mechanisms leading to the outcomes of the rules
in the TAL-family. More precisely, ﬁx some θ ∈ [0,1], and consider the following procedure.
First, in the case of a two-agent problem, we apply the solution (1). Suppose now that we have
a problem with three creditors. Then, we proceed in the following way. First, creditors 2 and 3
pool their claims an act as a single agent vis-a-vis 1. The solution (1) of the resulting problem
yields awards to agent 1, and to the coalition of agents 2 and 3; to divide its award among its
members, the coalition again applies solution (1). The result is order preserving if and only
if 3θc1 ≤ E ≤ C − 3(1 − θ)c1.T os e et h i s ,n o t et h a ti f3 θc1 >E ,t h e nt h ea w a r do fc r e d i t o r
1, θc1, would be strictly greater than the one of creditor 2, which is
E−θc1
2 ,a sar e s u l to ft h e
awards sharing in the coalition of creditors 2 and 3. Analogously, if E>C− 3(1 − θ)c1,t h e n
the loss of creditor 1, (1−θ)c1,w o u l db eg r e a t e rt h a n
c2+c3−E+θc1
2 ,t h er e s u l t i n gl o s sa s s o c i a t e d
to creditor 2, after dividing the awards in the coalition. If one divides the awards equally when
E ≤ 3θc1,a n dt h el o s s e se q u a l l yw h e nE ≥ C −3(1−θ)c1, it is obtained, precisely, the solution
provided by the rule Rθ,o v e rt h ee n t i r er a n g e0≤ E ≤ C.
By using induction, one may generalize this in a natural way to an arbitrary n.S u p p o s ew e
already know the solution for (n − 1)-agent problems. Depending on the values of the amount
to divide and the vector of claims, we treat a given n−person problem in one of the following
three ways:
(i) Divide E between {1} and M = {2,...,n}, in accordance with the solution (1) to the
two-agent problem ({1,M},E,(c1,c 2 +...+cn)), and then use the (n−1)-agent rule, which we
know by induction, to divide the amount assigned to the coalition M between its members.
(ii) Assign equal awards to all creditors.
(iii) Assign equal losses to all creditors.
Speciﬁcally, (i) is applied whenever it yields an order-preserving result, which is precisely,
when nθc1 ≤ E ≤ C − n(1 − θ)c1.W ea p p l y( i i )w h e nE ≤ nθc1. Finally, we apply (iii) when
E ≥ C − n(1 − θ)c1.W ec a l lt h i sg e n e r a l i z a t i o n ,t h eθ−coalitional procedure.I nt h ep a r t i c u l a r
case of θ = 1
2,t h eθ-coalitional procedure corresponds to the coalitional procedure stated by
Aumann and Maschler [1]. To summarize the previous discussion, we can state the following
result:
Theorem 1 For each θ ∈ [0,1], and for each bankruptcy problem, the θ−coalitional procedure
and the rule Rθ in the TAL-family yield the same solution to the problem.
5Theorem 1 describes an orderly step-by-step process, which by its very deﬁnition must lead
to a unique result, therefore characterizing the TAL-family of rules. We now illustrate the
process by means of some examples.
Let n =3 ,ci =1 0 0· i, E =2 0 0 ,a n dθ = 1
3.A tt h eﬁ r s ts t a g e ,t h ec o a l i t i o n{2,3} forms,
and its joint claim is 500. Applying rule (1), when θ = 1
3,i ty i e l d s100
3 to creditor 1, and 500
3 to
the coalition. Now, 500
3 is shared among creditors 2 and 3 as rule (1), providing 200
3 to creditor
2a n d1 0 0t oc r e d i t o r3 . T h e r e f o r e ,t h eﬁ n a lr e s u l ti so r d e rp r e s e r v i n g ,a n di tc o i n c i d e sw i t h
the outcome that the corresponding member of the TAL-family R
1
3, yields for the problem at
stake.
Let n =5 ,ci =1 0 0· i and E =5 1 0 .I fθ = 1
2,t h e ys h o wt h a tt h eθ−coalitional procedure
yields the solution (50,100,120,120,120). Suppose now, that θ = 2
3.A t t h e ﬁ r s t s t a g e , t h e
coalition {2,3,4,5} forms, and its joint claim is 1400. If we apply rule (1), then creditor 1
obtains 100 · θ = 200
3 ,a n dt h ec o a l i t i o n ,5 1 0− 100 · θ = 1330
3 .I f w e w o u l d s p l i t a g a i n t h e
coalition, among creditor 2 and the remaining ones, an apply the same rule, then the allocation
would not be order preserving, due to the fact that 4θ · 200 = 1600
3 > 510 − 100 · θ = 1330
3 .










, which is order preserving. Now, if θ = 1
3,i ty i e l d s
100
3 to creditor 1, and 510 − 100
3 to the coalition. It is straightforward to see that we can apply










if θ = 1
4,t h e nt h ep r o c e d u r eg i v e ss u b s e q u e n t l yθci to each of the ﬁrst three creditors. Now,
it remains 360, to be divided among the coalition {4,5}. In order to make this division order
preserving, then we have to assign equal losses to both creditors. Therefore, the allocation
would be (25,50,75,130,230). In each case, the θ−coalitional procedure yields a division of
the amount to divide which is order preserving, and it coincides with the allocation proposed
for this problem by the corresponding member of the TAL-family Rθ.
4 Final remarks
We have presented in this note a coalitional procedure that characterizes a one-parameter fam-
ily of bankruptcy rules encompassing three of the most well known rules. The normative appeal
of such family seems unquestionable as it has been shown that it satisﬁes a wide variety of prop-
erties reﬂecting ethical and operational principles [5]. There is, however, no characterization
result for the family as a whole, although independent characterizations results for the three
6focal members of the family abound in the literature [4], [7], [8]. This note helps to ﬁll that
gap.
To conclude, it is worth mentioning the connections between this work and another interest-
ing topic within the literature on bankruptcy problems that refers to coalitional manipulations
of bankruptcy rules [2], [3].
If we let agents the possibility of consolidating their claims and be treated as a single
creditor or, conversely, we let a particular creditor to divide her claim and be considered as
several diﬀerent creditors then the resulting awards may be altered. It is then worth identifying
the precise cases for which creditors will not be able to manipulate the outcomes in their interest
via merging or splitting their claims. To do so, let τ(N,c,E)=E
C stand for the share of the
amount to divide in the aggregate claim of a given problem and deﬁne Dδ = {(N,c,E) ∈D:
τ (N,c,E)=δ},f o re a c hδ ∈ (0,1). In other words, Dδ is the set of problems whose ratio
between the amount to divide and the aggregate claim is δ.O b v i o u s l y ,{Dδ}δ∈(0,1) is a partition
of D.I ti sn a t u r a lt oc o n s i d e rt h i sc o l l e c t i o no fs e t si nt h ec o n t e x to fc o a l i t i o n a lm a n i p u l a t i o n ,
as if a problem belongs to a particular set Dδ then any resulting problem after merging or
splitting agents’ claims belongs to the same set.
The following result is obtained:
Proposition 1 Let θ ∈ [0,1], and δ ∈ (0,1) be given. The following statements hold:
(a) If θ<δ , the θ−coalitional procedure is a non manipulable by splitting mechanism, when
restricted to bankruptcy problems on Dδ.
(b) If θ>δ , the θ−coalitional procedure is a non manipulable by merging mechanism, when
restricted to bankruptcy problems on Dδ.
(c) If θ = δ, the θ−coalitional procedure is a non manipulable (by merging or splitting)
mechanism, when restricted to bankruptcy problems on Dδ.
It follows from Proposition 1 that if θ = 0 then the corresponding coalitional mechanism is
non manipulable by merging for the unrestricted domain of bankruptcy problems. Similarly,
if θ = 1 then the corresponding coalitional mechanism is non manipulable by splitting for the
unrestricted domain of bankruptcy problems.
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